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- silent spectacle -

The installation “silent spectacle” at the “Park 
an der Ilm” in Weimar seeks to create a new 
nature atmosphere, in which humans and 
nature co-live in balance. The installation 
therefore proposes a space where humans 
can realize their impact and distance them-
selves from our exploratory relation with 
nature. To achieve that, the “silent specta-
cle” turns natural data input of the park into 
a visible and interactive installation. In the 
project area, the Roman-House-Hill, a large 
difference in noise levels was observed at 
different points. The hill acts as a sound bar-
rier, blocking the city’s sound pollution. 

[Noise] pollution can deeply impact a ba-
lanced ecosystem, but this problem is al-
most always overviewed since it’s not very 
tangible in daily life. Therefore, our project 
wants to show the invisible effects of noise 
pollution by making it viewable through fog 
and light. 

 

The amount of fog and light will be directly 
corresponding to the amount of sound 
pollution at the Roman-House-Hill, making 
the association clear and direct to pedes-
trians. 
While the fog creates an ephemeral and ro-
mantic atmosphere, changing the pedes-
trians’ relation with the park, the light gives 
a playful and direct response to human im-
pact.

In addition to proposing this new relation 
with nature, “silent spectacle” proposes a 
response to the problem of global warming 
in the park as it creates a cool atmosphere 
for the plants that are already suffering with 
heat waves. 

“Silent spectacle” as-a-result is an interacti-
ve installation that returns something back 
to nature and at the same time makes the 
human impact to the environment  visible.

|    1.   abstract    |    
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|    2.   analysis    |

|    2. analysis    |    MediaArchitecture reference project

Natalie Jeremijenkos 
Installations are a 
great example on 
how art combined 
with science can 
form a better dialo-
gue between humans 
and nature.
“Amphibious Archi-
tecture” and “Mussel 
Choir” are both pro-
jects in which she 
gives forgotten co-li-
ving habitats a voice 
so that we as humans 
can hear them.

To give a brief intro-
duction on mediaAr-
chitecture, a movie 
about that topic was 
researched and de-
veloped. An overview 
is given on the next 
two pages.

“indirect dialogues”

video presentation 
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|    2. analysis    |    MediaArchitecture reference project |    2. analysis    |    MediaArchitecture reference project

watch “indirect dialogues” here:    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbxsO5PelyQ

“indirect dialogues”

video presentation 
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context

 The 48-hectare park on 
the Ilm is a unique lands-
cape garden on the edge 
of Weimar’s old town. Duke 
Carl August and Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe realized 
their horticultural ideas here. 
They created a walk-in work 
of art with varied landsca-
pes, park architecture and 
seating areas, which to this 
day serves for recreation, 
education and aesthetic 
enjoyment of nature.
Goethe and Carl August 
together planned the first 
grounds in the new English 
taste between the town, the 
palace and Goethe’s gar-
den house. 
Starting in 1778, the design of 
the western Ilmhang with its 
wooded backdrops, wa-
lkways and park architectu-
re was created. 

The construction of the 
Roman House, completed in 
1797, marked the high point 
of the park’s development 
after the large-scale expan-
sion of the park to the south 
and the integration of older 
palace gardens.
We chose the Park-facing 
side of the Roman House as 
our projects place, including 
the viewpoint over the Ilm 
valley and the hill in front of 
it. A Staircase forms its way 
down the hill functioning 
also as a sound barrier to 
the city noises and allows 
the visitor to gain a quieter 
entry to the park.
The Poem at the end of the 
staircase was written in 1790 
by Goethe and shows how 
he imagined this place to let 
the people come to more 
observing stillness.
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context

ilm park 
context

römisches haus hill + stairs - entrance to the park

viewpoint
+ fountain

water pond

ilm river

site plan   1: 300 site map   n / scale

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context

ilm riverdense vegetation
 strip

lawnhill with small plants 
ecossystem - moss, 
etc

nature layer

On our site, nature 
plays a huge role. 
The view overlooking 
the hill in front of the 
house reaches from 
the dense vegetation 
strip delineating the 
pathways from the 
lawn, up to the valley 
of the Ilm river.
Small ecosystems like 
moss as well as huge 
trees can be found 
here and frame this 
compositional con-
text.
Nature here was 
consciously planned 
and therefore defines 
specific areas for an-
ticipated ways of use 
for both: architectural 
and park places.

lawn with trees

site plan   1: 400
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human layer

The Roman House 
looks like it has been 
cautiously placed on 
top of the hill to get 
one of the best pos-
sible views over the 
park. It can be seen 
from afar from many 
other viewpoints of 
the English garden 
landscape around 
and forms a land-
mark that gathers 
visitors. The staircase 
in front of it creates 
a walking entrance 
experience to the 
park functioning as 
a transition pathway 
that creates more 
sensitivity for the na-
tural context. 

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context

römisches haus - 1792 - 
Goethe

hill + stairs - entrance to the park - 
  1792- Goethe

english garten landscape 

site plan   1: 400

sound layer

This pathway also de-
fines a sound barrier 
between the loud city 
and traffic noises of 
the street west from 
the building and the 
calming sounds of 
nature in the valley, 
such as river and bird 
noises. As the terrace 
of the Roman Hou-
se also functions as 
a gathering place 
shielded to any we-
ather, it enhances 
noise pollution on top 
of the hill. If attentive  
pedestrians then walk 
down the steps they 
can already hear a 
difference in sound 
intensity and  enter 
the park more calm.

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: context

river soundshuman produced sounds - steps, conversation, etc.traffic sound

site plan   1: 400
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: römisches haus |    2. analysis    |    place in the park: römisches haus

The garden house, 
charmingly situated 
in the landscape park 
on the Ilm was built 
by Duke Carl August 
at the end of the 18th 
century.
Since then, it has 
been his favorite
residence: a retreat in 
the midst of nature
Here, he not only 
recovered from the 
busy life at court. The 
country estate was 
also for concentrated 
work and even for
official receptions - 
which were small, but
all the more exclusive 
for it.
With its antique buil-
ding elements and 
the imposing slope, 
it is reminiscent of a 
Roman country house 
- hence the name!

Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe made it a 
“classicist model hou-
se” -  the duke had 
entrusted him with 
the the construction 
management.
The second picture 
shows the original 
drawing of Goethe.
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: visual axis

staircase downstairs:
arrival in the park-
quieter with poem 
from Goethe

birds eye view 
over chosen area:
hill, staircase, Roman House

staircase upstairs:
entry to the park with 
view over the ilm river
traffic sounds behind

site plan   1: 400 site plan   1: 400

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: visual axis

panoramic view:
taken from downstairs in front of the hill
viewing the whole hill and staircase
Roman House with pond on top

panoramic view:
taken from the stan-
ding point in front of 
the pond
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: visual axis

Another interesting arranged 
topic around the Roman House is 
water. A fountain or small water 
well was placed at the shielded 
location between four columns 
from which point a beautiful view 
over the park is guaranteed. The 
sound you hear from there is now 
connected to the Ilm river in front 
of you.

Furthermore, the pictures on the 
right show a small pond at the 
end of the staircase. It collects 
the down streaming water of the 
hill, gathers it and sends it back 
to the river. This creates an invi-
sible water path from the artifi-
cially created architecture to the 
existing river and therefore forms 
communication with nature.

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: visual axis

site plan   1: 400 site plan   1: 400
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: individual perceptions, environmental conditions

_air

_water

_earth

_fire

sun spots in 
the sunset

morning: direct sun 
in the stairs

sun creates shapes 
and textures

direct sun 
brings people

barrier between 
park and city

windy
hill

upstairs:
traffic sound

downstairs:
less traffic sound, 
much more birds, 

river sounds

contrast 
human / nature

people streaming up 
and down the hill

poem in 
the hill

micro biodiversity 
in the hill

creeping 
plants species 

diversity

birds and 
insects

the view in the top 
concentrates almost 

all the  essential 
landscape items in 

the park
different floor 

textures

the hill intensifies 
the senses : 

wind, sound, sun

social 
interaction

trees as location 
references - big 
tree in the side 
of the roman 

house

crispy sound of stepping on 
leaves in the stair

upstairs: river 
visible on  the 

horizon, but you 
don’t hear the 

water noise

dew / moisture in 
plant leafs

moist 
ground

water 
fountain water 

pond water pathway 
down the hill 

 contrast natural water source x 
man-made water source

wind carries the city 
sounds to the stairs

hill breaks the 
park sounds

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: individual perceptions, environmental conditions

of that energy.
The air functions as 
a dialogue between 
nature and humans 
as it transports traffic 
noises and the wind 
gets intensified throu-
gh the hill.
Water is an overall vi-
sible element: on top 
of the hill in a fountain 
and downstairs in a 
little pond, directing 
rainwater back to the 
river. 
The fourth element 
earth, is connec-
ting the place to the 
wildlife almost not 
visible to the average 
pedestrian. A micro 
biodiversity is spre-
ading over the hill 
and connects human 
pathways to nature.

Sensorial diagram

To get a better feeling 
for our chosen place, 
different times of day 
were observed and 
the gathered infor-
mation about our 
personal perception 
was visualized in a 
sensorial diagram.
The Roman House Hill 
communicates with 
all four elements. Fire 
is here understood as 
human made cons-
tructions, materials 
and colors as well 
as the sun shining 
on and framing the 
architecture during 
the whole day. There-
fore, people are being 
drawn to the place 
and bring even more
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: individual perceptions, environmental conditions

Differant mate-
rials of nature and 
structure can be 
found to form a 
specific color ran-
ge. They go from 
natural white, blue, 

brown and many 
green colours over 
grey stone to more 
human made 
orange, yellow and 
red tones.

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: individual perceptions, environmental conditions
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: environmental conditions |    2. analysis    |    place in the park: environmental conditions

Increasingly, effects 
of climate change 
are becoming visible 
in historic parks and  
recently, corona-rela-
ted exit and contact 
restrictions have also 
led to considerable 
overuse.
Current ecological 
and social develop-
ments, conflicts, and 
challenges are reflec-
ted and condensed in 
a special way in these 
places. The Ilm Park in 
Weimar is an exam-
ple to this: Here, the 
valuable historic tree 
population is mas-
sively attacked and 
endangered by the 
persistent drought. 
Unpredictably, old 
trees are shedding 

large branches, thus 
compromising traffic 
safety. 
Numerous trees have 
therefore had to be 
felled. Plants and me-
adows suffer, paths 
and riparian areas 
are undermined or 
washed away by he-
avy rainfall. 
Impassable paths, 
construction sites 
and unsafe areas 
increasingly lead to 
the closure of entire 
parking passages. 
New demands, and 
resulting conflicts of 
interest have recently 
led to substantial 
challenges for the 
responsible Klassik 
Stiftung in managing 
the park.

The necessary reo-
rientation and adap-
tation of the park 
concept are therefore 
taken as an opportu-
nity by the foundation 
to initiate a future-o-
riented discourse in 
the field of tension 
between man - envi-
ronment - nature with 
a theme year under 
the title “New Nature”.

Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe’s unders-
tanding of nature, is 
rooted in the theory 
of the English lands-
cape garden, a para-
digmatic conception 
of nature.
Is this a starting point 
for the search for a 
new nature?
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: human activity + sound

Human activity is a lar-
ge factor to the sound 
experience. Strolling pe-
destriants, dogwalkers, 
joggers, couples that take 
a romantic walk and youth 
gathering around the 
pond are among them.

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: human activity + sound
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: human activity + sound

a lot of birds
river sound
few joggers and dogwalkers on the 
  pathways
barks of dogs
only few stair-sounds
a chirchbell sound

morning

duration: 20 minutes

daytime

night

many steps of strollers and joggers, on the 
  pathways and stairs
conversations of people passing  by, mee-
ting and staying
few dogwalkers 
bikes and cars
a plane and landmower
few birds and wind

river sound
soft wind
highway from the distace
some clicking noises

|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: human activity + sound

Apart from the city and 
traffic noises on top of 
the hill, the most present 
sounds are the dogs and 
birds in the morning aswel 
as conversations and 
steps with underlying Ilm 
river dabble,
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|    2. analysis    |    place in the park: site plan  +  noise pollution |    2. analysis    |    place in the park: site plan  +  noise pollution

daytime downstairs

daytime upstairs

      unopposed traffic and wind sounds 
--> overshadowing the natural noises
--> hill as a sound barrier

transition  pathway

shielded gathering place

hill:
natural sound barrier 

to traffic sounds

römisches haus

noise 
polluted 
area

more 
quieter 
entry to 
the park

site plan   1: 75

Noise reduces the 
recreational value of 
the landscape and 
lowers the quality 
of life. Not only for 
humans, but also 
for animals noise is 
harmful in the long 
run. Many birds avoid 
busy roads and other 
noisy habitats 
In extreme cases, noi-
se leads to the local 
disappearance of 
animal species
Major efforts are 
therefore needed to 
reduce noise pollution 
and the associated 
negative effects on 
humans and animals.
Bats for example use 
ultrasound to orient 
themselves and stop 
hunting for insects 
in the presence of 
strong disturbing 
noises.

Many animal species 
communicate with 
each other acousti-
cally. Calls are impor-
tant for finding mates, 
delineating territory, 
and establishing con-
tact between parents 
and young. 
Sudden noises put 
animals on alert and 
can trigger violent 
flight reactions. Unfo-
reseen disturbances 
have a particularly 
strong effect in re-
gions with low noise 
levels.
Important factors in 
assessing the distur-
bance effect are the 
loudness, duration 
(one-time or con-
tinuous, regular or 
irregular), and time of 
exposure (day or ni-
ght). The type of noise 
and the superposi-

tions from different 
noise sources are 
also important.
In the future, the 
criterion “civilization 
noise” must be given 
special importance in 
evaluation procedu-
res. 
After all, apart from 
the high mountains or 
some coastal regions, 
where can we still find 
larger landscapes 
that are not affected 
by noise emissions 
from traffic, business, 
agriculture or recrea-
tional use? 
More quiet zones are 
needed and an awa-
reness of the sound 
we cause is a goal for 
our installation.
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|    3.   concept development    |

I   today’’s human relation with nature   I

nature humans nature humans

I   what could a new nature could be   I

co - livingexploratoire

awareness 
of impact

|    3.  concept development    |    new nature : what we mean by it  

humans are using the park aware of their impact in nature

 what could a new nature be ? 

better
co - living
conditions

for all
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 what could a new nature be ? 

 what could a new nature be ? 

How do we impact 
nature? 

Do we notice all the 
changes we make in 
the natural environ-
ment by only doing 
our daily routine? 
The “silent spectacle” 
installation aims at 
discussing the cons-
tant impact we have 
in nature, and that we 
are not aware.

The project believes 
that being aware is 
the first step towards 
a “new nature”, one in 
which humans and 
nature create a ega-
litarian environment, 
where humans are 
not only using natural 
resources, 

but also using 
knowledge and te-
chnology to return to 
nature. 

“Silent spectacle” 
seeks to show that co
-living can be the key 
factor in protecting 
the environment and, 
therefore, our society. 

Giving nature a 
“voice” through the 
installation, showing 
environmental data 
in a visible and 
tangible installation, 
could be one of the 
ways of constituting 
this co-living 
environment, where 
nature is also heard 
and comprehended. 

|    3.  concept development    |    new nature : what we mean by it  |    3.  concept development    |    new nature : what we mean by it  
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|    3.  concept development    |    research:  dry air

Plants use carbon 
dioxide to build their 
leaves. In fact, gree-
nhouse gas emissions 
have promoted plant 
growth. But this trend 
is reversing. 
Dry air has a high 
saturation deficit that 
affects plant growth.
“The saturation defi-
cit is directly linked to 
temperature and thus 
a direct consequence 
of the human-found 
temperature rise.”
Dry air harms plants. 
The reason for this is 
the stomata.
“Stomata are small 
openings in the sur-
face of leaves and 
regulate the plant’s 
water balance. Now, 
when conditions are 
dry, these pores close, 
and at the same time, 
plants can also take 

Dry air slows plant 
growth

up less CO2.” Dry air 
is actually even more 
problematic than a 
lack of rain. 
A comparison of light 
reflectance in the red 
and infrared regions 
provides a vegetation 
index that indicates 
how healthy plants 
are in a given area. 
This vegetation index 
initially increased in 
the second half of the 
20th century, due to 
increased CO2 levels, 
because this gas 
acts as a fertilizer for 
plants. But this posi-
tive trend has now 
reversed.
Dry air inhibits the 
productivity of trees, 
it makes them more 
susceptible to other 
stress factors, and 
last but not least, it 
also increases the risk

of forest fires. The 
table on the right 
depicts the average 
temperature (orange) 
aswel as the average  
rainfall (blue) based 
on the numbers from 
1985 - 2015.
It shows that in Au-
gust a high tempera-
ture and low amou-
nt of water causes 
dryness.
An countermeasure 
would be most nee-
ded in that month.

The map on the right 
depicts the avera-
ge air humiditi on 
an example date in 
August.
Weimar has had a 
average of 55% and 
would have bene-
fitted from an ins-
tallation that creates 
more humidity.
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|    3.  concept development    |    research:  fog against heat

“The severity of extre-
me weather condi-
tions brought on by 
climate change are 
conditioning quali-
ty of life, economic 
development, and 
well-being in today’s 
cities. 
Conventional measu-
res have been shown 
to be insufficient 
for tackling climate 
change and must be 
supplemented with 
ecofriendly approa-
ches. 
Hence, the scientific 
community’s endea-
vor to develop natural 
cooling techniques 
that lower energy 
consumption while 
delivering satisfac-
tory comfort levels. 
For its simplicity and 
low cost, evaporative 
cooling has gained 

popularity in recent 
years. The substantial 
cooling power to be 
drawn from evapo-
rative mist cooling, 
makes it an attractive 
alternative to con-
ventional systems.
Research conducted 
to date on the tech-
nique has focused on 
producing cold air, 
whilst cooling the wa-
ter involved has been 
neither assessed nor 
experimentally va-
lidated. No readily 
applicable simplified 
model for the system 
able to use operating 
parameters as input 
variables has been 
defined either. [...]
The findings con-
firmed the cooling 
power of the techni-
que, with declines in 
water temperature

of up to 6 C, and with 
it the promise affor-
ded by this natural air 
conditioning method.”

The pictures to the 
right show such mist 
spray nozzles of the 
company cool-clou-
d-systems. The mi-
croscopic droplets 
coming out of the fo-
gging nozzles extract 
heat from the am-
bient air, evaporative 
cooling is generated.
The finer the mist, the 
faster it evaporates, 
the sooner sweaty 
people can retreat 
to the newly created, 
cooling comfort zone. 
In addition to cooling, 
this also creates a 
pleasant humidifi-
cation of the air - air 
that is too dry is infu-
sed with moisture.

In the southern sta-
tes of the USA and in 
Southern Europe, mist 
showers have been in 
use for decades. More 
and more cities are 
using them to trans-
form open spaces 
in public areas into 
oases of well-being. 
Vienna has discove-
red the blessing of 
fog showers after the 
hot summer of 2018, 
even wants to crea-
te a “cool mile” in the 
city center. 
The german city 
Brunzlau as seen in 
the second picture, is  
also one of the custo-
mers.

21 22
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|    3.  concept development    |    research:  reference projects  |    3.  concept development    |    research:  reference projects  

olaffur elliasson

For Olafur Elias-
son, fog is a tool for 
making spatial con-
nections and distan-
ces tangible. 
“Yellow fog” thema-
tizes the transition 
from day to night and 
subtly draws atten-
tion to the change in 
the rhythm of the day.
“Fog assembly” pro-
duces a continual 
outpouring of swirling 
mist that dissolves 
the boundaries and 
outlines of the objects 
it encounters. It invites 
visitors’ active enga-
gement and partici-
pation.
“Vær i vejret” (We-
ather the weather), 
2016, Whenever the 
wind changes direc-
tion, the ring releases 
a puff of fog into the 
garden.
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|    3.  concept development    |    research:  reference projects  |    3.  concept development    |    research:  reference projects  

fujiko nakaya

Nakaya has been 
creating her signatu-
re fog works at sites 
around the world for 
almost 50 years. She 
started her career as 
a painter and later 
moved into sculpture; 
her choice of material 
was perhaps influen-
ced by her scientist 
father, who invented 
artificial snow. 
She collaborates 
with Mee Industries, 
to produce the fog 
she wants by pushing 
very small droplets of 
water through a pa-
tented type of nozzle. 
The smaller the dro-
plet (and these are 
only 20 microns), the 
more fog-like it appe-
ars; it will also disper-
se faster, which redu-
ces the sensation of 
getting wet. 

Nakaya’s sculp-
tures only use 
water that dissi-
pates naturally, 
and the mecha-
nism for gene-
rating the fog is 
integrated into 
the installation.30
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|    3.  concept development    |    concept organogram
co

nc
ep

t

make sound 
pollution visible

sound 
awareness

pollution
awareness
(sound & climate)

fog
output

light

input

pedestrian / 
human activity 
sounds output

create a 
“silent spectacle”

 how can we propose a new nature ? 

|    3.  concept development    |    interaction organogram

cooler climate for plants 
and humans

human 
noise 

light human 
disruption sensation

fog

light

in
te

ra
ct

io
n

fog intervention
nozzles + sensors

light spectacle
LED net + sensors

during summer

daytime

nighttime

pedestrian sound

 how is the interaction in this new nature ? 
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|    3.  concept development    |    intervention concept

“silent spectacle”

to make [noise] pollution visible

with more sound pollution , 
a fog-cloud atmosphere is 
created

a  fog nozzle pathway 
connects two 
pre-existing water sources  
“invisible water path” the LED’s string gives a instant 

noise response

existing water container - 
directs hill water to the Ilm 
River

water fountain

|    3.  concept development    |    atmosphere 
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|    4.   design concepts    |

Ideas

During the next steps 
the idea of a sou-
nd responsive fog 
pollution installation 
was put into different 
architectural design 
strategies. 
Various approaches 
on how such an 
installation can be 
implemented were 
created and discus-
sed.
The main goal was 
to create a fog at-
mosphere with mis-
t-nozzles through a 
place which is not 
too imposing with its 
own structure and 
connects the Roman 
House with the entry 
to the river valley.

|    3.  design concepts    |    overeview
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environment sounds

activates

fog in the hill

condenses

water to plants

In the first approach 
a net of fog nozzles 
spreading over the hill 
was proposed.
The main goal was 
to enhance the hills 
plant growth and 
moss production. 
The more noises 
created by the sur-
roundings, the more 
water was given to 
the plants.
This direct responsi-
veness idea was later 
discarded because 
would have triggered 
even more loudness.
Also plant growth 
would have only been 
able to reach with 
constant watering 
going against our  
concept of a very li-
ghtweighted fine mist 
cloud that is cooling 
the area but not wa-
tering it directly.

|    3.  design concepts    |    “the nozzle-net”|    3.  design concepts    |    “the nozzle-net”

human’s sounds water fog nature / plants
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|    3.  design concepts    |    “the mesh” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the mesh”

In a next step an 
architectural context 
was given to frame 
our fog cloud. A mesh 
of metal was for-
med surrounding the 
staircase as a tunnel 
or built as a fog filled 
terrace to the Roman 
House.
Those structures give 
a more permanent 
approach to our con-
cept for which afte-
rwards was decided 
to provide a tempo-
rary summer installa-
tion.
A fog cloud is already 
a visual element that 
forms itself differently 
in each weather con-
dition that is better 
visible if not fenced in 
a structure. After that 
we searched for a 
construction to more 
underline than frame.
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|    3.  design concepts    |    “the chimneys”

Another way to crea-
te a cloud atmosphe-
re was to form “chim-
neys” emitting the fog 
cloud. The lights were 
integrated into co-
lumns to visualize the 
interference. 
Though this Idea 
had a large figura-
tive approach on 
pollution and global 
warming through 
greenhouse gases, it 
could also have been 
an art installation to 
be placed anywhere 
in the world.
In the next steps a 
solution was to be 
found in which a 
communication with 
the chosen location 
is given and a visuali-
zation  of why exactly 
this transition pa-
thway of the hill is the 
stage.

To do the idea of a 
floating cloud of thinly 
distributed fog justice, 
the interaction with it 
was reversed.
A “silent spectacle” 
is created by having 
an ideal normal state 
of fog and a natural 
flowing light concept.
While humans inter-
fere with the installa-
tion, the fog and light 
spectacle will stop, 
forcing the visitors to 
be quiet again in or-
der to view the crea-
ted atmosphere. 
This idea was later 
adapted into crea-
ting a stable state of 
installation that is not 
stopping but respon-
ding to noise and 
raising the fog pollu-
tion again in direct 
relationship to human 
noise pollution.

|    3.  design concepts    |    silent spectacle idea
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mist 
spray 
nozzles

LED 
light 
effect

air:
cooling
effect

water:
cooling
effect

fog

In “the ribbon” con-
cept a floating roo-
fing to the staircase 
would function as a 
weather shielding, 
light spending face 
to the pedestrians 
pathway and as a 
cloud emitting roof 
that cools down the 
air and spends water 
to the plants.

This creates two 
scales of interaction: 
the environmental 
scale in wich the fog 
cloud on top grows 
bigger the more en-
vironmental sound is 
happening, and an 
human scale in wich 
the light spectacle 
gets disrupted by 
pedestrian sounds, 
forcing them to be 
more quiet to enjoy 
the spectacle.

|    3.  design concepts    |    “the ribbon” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the ribbon”

co
nc

ep
t make 

[noise] 
pollution 
visible

fog

light

overall
environment
sound

direct
pedestrial 
sound

enivironment
noise

cooler climate for 
plants and humans

human 
noise 

queiter place to 
view spectacle

fog

lightin
te

ra
ct

io
n

fog nozzles 
+ sensors

LED net 
+ sensors

environment sound

pedestria
n sound

environmental scale interaction

human scale interaction

downstairs upstairs

visualized noise flows naturally 
down the stairs

human sounds distract the spec-
tacle

visualization fades away from the 
disturbance

sound spactacle retuns as hu-
mans view quietly
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fog: micron-sized droplets

lightweight metal

water

base plate

LED-net / neopixel-matrix

sanded plexi glass

ultrasonic mist maker/
humidifier Arduino

|    3.  design concepts    |    “the ribbon” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the ribbon”

First drafts to the 
down scaled proto-
type were made for 
which ultrasonic mist 
makers are proposed.
Though the sugges-
ted spray nozzles are 
perfect fitting solution 
for the real installa-
tion, together with 
their air and water 
pressure system, the 
costs would not have 
been in relation to  a 
prototype scale.
For this a section of 
the installation is cre-
ated.
The concept of the 
flying ribbon proved 
itself later to still be 
too heavy for the 
main idea we wanted 
to transport and was 
recycled.

40 41
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mist 
spray 
nozzles

LED 
light 
effect

air:
cooling
effect

water:
cooling
effect

fog

In this proposal a fog 
curtain was created 
that could block the 
view over the Ilm Park 
as people interfere 
with the installation.
Inside the Roman 
House Terrace a light 
spectacle ceiling is 
suggested to show 
the direct sound res-
ponse and create an 
atmospheric  gathe-
ring place.
This approach scra-
pped because of 
going back and crea-
ting an isolated area 
that lost the connec-
tion to nature that 
was already created 
in earlier  drafts.

|    3.  design concepts    |    “the curtain” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the curtain”

intervention 
area

romisches haus terrasse plan   1:50

fog nozzles LED matrix

fo
g 

cu
rt

ai
n

fog curtain

fo
g 

cu
rt

ai
n
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|    3.  design concepts    |    “the curtain” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the curtain”

the courtain

• experience more present 
   during daytime
• cooling effect in summer for 
   humans & environment

smaller amount of “fog pollution” 
creates a cooled space to watch the nature during summer 

raising amount of “fog pollution” activated by human sound
creates a fog curtain - disrupts the view

• experience more present 
   during nighttime
• “quiet spectacle” effect for 
   humans & environment

light spectacle in base-state:
- natural colours of the Ilm Park 
- slow stream of movements

light spectacle in interfered-state:
- human made colours of the römisches Haus 
- disrupted shaking movements

the silent room
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mist 
spray 
nozzles

LED 
light 
effect

air:
cooling
effect

water:
cooling
effect

fog

sound 
response

existing
water 
source

existing
water 
source

Our final approach 
was creating a water 
pathway connecting 
the two already exis-
ting water sources of 
the place and there-
fore creating a direct 
communication with 
the location.
The fog nozzles are 
arranged together 
with LEDs in a line 
going down the hill.
It will be further des-
cribed in the following 
section of our final 
design proposal.

|    3.  design concepts    |    “the water pathway” |    3.  design concepts    |    “the water pathway”
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|    5.   final design    |

|    5.  final design    |   concept sketch

sound response

air cooling effect plants cooling 
effect

LED light effect

Fog effect

existing water
source

existing water
source

site plan

intervention 

area

The final concept of 
“silent spectacle” con-
nects the pre-existing 
water sources of the 
Roman House: the 
fountain  on top of 
the hill and the water 
pond on the bottom.
A line of fog-noz-
zles  create a cooling 
effect for both natu-
re and humans. The 
combined LED-line 
forms a direct sound 
response and invites 
the pedestrians to 
stop and  re-evaluate 
their own emission of 
sound pollution.
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|    5.  final design    |    site plan

romisches haus terrasse plan   1:75

15 fog nozzles 
180 cm array

water container, collects 
and directs water to the 
Ilm river

water fountain

water and energy 
connection to the house

LED strip

Fog Nozzle

Humidity sensor

Sound sensor

|    5.  final design    |   concept sketch

normal condition
small amount of sound polution

fog: small amount for plant cooling 

light: “silent spectacle” 

loud condition
high amount of sound polution

fog: “cloud atmosphere” 

light: disrupted
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|    5.  final design    |    interaction

fog

the cloud atmosphere

• experience more present during daytime
• cooling effect in summer for  humans & environment

smaller and stable amount of “fog pollution” 
creates a cooled space for the nature during summer 

raising amount of “fog pollution” activated by human sound
creates a fog cloud - disrupts the view, cooling effect rises

|    5.  final design    |    interaction

light

light spectacle in base-state:
- natural colours of the Ilm Park 
- slow stream of movements

light spectacle in interfered-state:
- human made colours of the römisches Haus 
- disrupted shaking movements

the silent spectacle

• experience more present  during nighttime
• “quiet spectacle” effect for humans & environment
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|    5.  final design    |    computational design method |    5.  final design    |    computational design method

the cloud atmosphere the silent spectacle

This sketch uses a 
recorded sound file 
of the park to gene-
rate the input. It then 
changes the colour 
of the fog from more 
natural to more 
“human interfered” 
colours like the ones 
found in and on the 
roman house.
Without working with 
the original fog no-
zzles, the Processing 
sketch was a valuab-
le tool for simulating 
the spray-nozzles 
responsiveness we 
wanted to create for 
demonstrating the 
sound pollution in the 
park. With a rather 
simple sound sensor, 
it is possible to map 
the sound input from 
the environment and 
provide an interesting 
visual response. 

Since the projects 
proposes to turn 
sound pollution visible 
with fog nozzles, we 
wanted to use Pro-
cessing to simulate 
the fog nozzle res-
ponsiveness to sound 
input. Therefore, the 
aim of this sketch is to 
provide an animated 
simulation of how the 
fog nozzle would res-
pond to sound input. 
To test the Processing 
possibilities, we de-
veloped two different 
types of code. The 
sketch on this page, 
uses an analog sound 
sensor input attached 
to Arduino to provide 
the sound input. 
It then calculates the 
sound average and 
provides a visualiza-
tion of the 3 different 
pollution stages.
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spray nozzles
+tubing

flexible PVC
for distortion
+ waterproof

LED-/ Neopixel
string

flexible 
ground-/
base-plate

|    6.   real implementation    |

|    6.  real implementation    |    technical details

system components

 For the real installa-
tion, we proposed a 
string system, formed 
by ultra fine mist fog 
nozzles, LED RGB strin-
gs, and intermediate 
materials to imper-
meabilize and not in-
terfere directly on the 
soil. The string system 
will be connected in 
existing water and 
energy outlets, and 
the fog nozzles pres-
sure will be controlled 
by an outside pum-
ping system. The fog 
and light quantity will 
be created in respon-
se to the audio input, 
sensed by sound 
sensors, and regu-
lated according to 
humidity sensors, that 
can shut off the fog 
if the humidity can 
damage the local 
ecosystem. 

In conclusion, it’s 
a 36-meter string 
system that follows 
the hill topography 
to create this almost 
unseen string, that 
creates an epheme-
ral atmosphere with 
fog and light. 
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romisches haus terrasse plan   1:75

15 fog nozzles 
180 cm array

water container, collects 
and directs water to the 
Ilm river

water fountain

water and energy 
connection to the house

LED strip

Fog Nozzle

Humidity sensor

Sound sensor

|    6.  real implementation    |    sensors|    6.  real implementation    |    sensors

The use of live data 
sensors are essential 
to create the res-
ponsiveness of the 
installation, reacting 
to the sound pollution 
of the environment, 
while also measuring 
the local humidity 
in order to allow the 
fog to be turned off 
when necessary for 
the plants. The sound 
sensors will be loca-
ted throughout the 
pedestrian paths in 
the hill 

- stairs and park 
paths - which allows 
everyone in the area 
to contribute to the 
installation and noti-
ce it’s sound pollution 
impact. On the other 
hand, the humidity 
sensors will be loca-
ted directly on the hill 
to monitorate the hu-
midity of the existent 
ecosystem, formed 
by mosses, ground 
vegetation and some 
bushes. 
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Panasonic Newsroom :
Installation Art and Heat Countermeasure by Ultra-fine Dry Mist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aK1mYhOZ4g 

thermo viewer     without mist with mistcooler climate  for humans... ...and nature

dry mist fog nozzle water supply

air supply

|    6.  real implementation    |    technical details

the cloud atmosphere

fog

|    6.  real implementation    |    technical details

the silent spectacle

light

01_Light State : low sound pollution = natural colors

02_Light State : medium sound pollution = disturbed na-
tural colors

03_Light State : high sound pollution = disturbed/ human 
made colors

warming or ultrasonic sound.  
This innovative system has 
been used in artistic installa-
tions and also in cooling down 
cities that are facing heating 
waves, and therefore seems 
like the ideal solution for our 
installation proposal. 

The fog nozzle system is inspi-
red by the Panasonic system 
“45 Green AC Flex” Solution, that 
uses a two-fluid mist nozzles 
solution in order to create a 
fine dry water mist without 
need to use other fog produc-
tion methods, such as 

The LED String sys-
tem is responsible to 
provide different light 
patterns and colors 
according also to the 
sound input captured 
by the sound sen-
sors. It’s a waterproof 
string, which allows 
it to be near the fog 
system without being 
damaged. The LED 
string is composed 
of individual LEDs that 
can be addressed by 
code. For this project, 
a code was deve-
loped in Arduino to 
distinguish the sound 
input in 3 amount 
phases - low, high, 
medium - and crea-
te a correspondent 
light color pattern, 
that also symbolizes 
our project concept 
of new nature and 
human interference, 

the first one being 
represented by na-
tural colors, such as 
green and blues, and 
the last one by more 
human-made colors, 
also present in the 
Romisches Haus, such 
as red and oranges. 
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|    6.  real implementation    |    testing scale |    6.  real implementation    |    testing scale

For having a real and 
measurable percep-
tion of how the fog 
system and LED would 
work in it’s outdoor 
context, we turned to 
commercial products 
which could allow a 
first perception of the 
components beha-
viour. We tested a LED 
RGB String to see how 
visible it was in dayli-
ght, and had positive 
responses, as seen 
in the pictures on the 
side. In addition, we 
tested a commercial 
version of the fog no-
zzles, used for garden 
irrigation, to see how 
the fog would react in 
the real environment, 
and in the experiment 
we noticed the dif-
ferent patterns and 
atmospheres that the 
fog can create. 
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Techinical component Quantity Provider Costs? € etc

Nebel Düsenanlage

15 Nozzles + Tubing + 
air&water pressure system

--------------------------
1 nozzle / meter

CoolCloud 3.000
Renting possibility - in 
contact with company

LED String Adressable
16,95 euros / meter                                

---------------------------
--- 40 meters in total

Adafruit 678

Eletrical instalations conection 
to the house energy outlet

20 meters Nexans - Amazon 128

Rented computer to run 
softwares

1 month Grover 50

Humidity Sensors 3 units / 39,95 each
Reichelt - LoRaWAN 

temperature & humidity 
sensor

119,85

Soundsensors 20 sound sensors/ 122 each 2440

Instalation estimated cost - in euros 6.416

|    6.  real implementation    |    estimated costs |    6.  real implementation    |    future development

what are the next possible steps in the project development?

Improve the sound analysis in the code

Develope code to measure the humidity in the hill and 
adjust according to the plant needs

Differ sound income, sound range/pitch, sound producer

Develope collaborations with fog nozzle system

distinguish different 
sound range input, 
such as natural sou-
nds or human sounds, 
and create an ins-
tallation that res-
ponds only to human 
sound pollution. 
Another point would 
be creating a code 
that can measure 
the local humidity 
and assess the per-
fect condition for the 
local ecosystem and 
plants, in order to 
not danificate them. 
Finally, for real imple-
mentation, it would 
be ideal to develop a 
partnership with fog 
nozzle producers, in 
order to implement 
the best and more 
suitable system and 
spreading the possi-
bilities of this system 
use. 

The development of 
the “silent spectacle” 
required us to con-
duct real life experi-
ments and research 
to adapt the project 
outcome to the best 
solution that repre-
sents our new nature 
concept and atmos-
phere ideas. 
Some challenges 
were faced while 
developing the pro-
totype and code, but 
that were important 
to create a direct and 
clear installation con-
cept. We can alrea-
dy see some further 
developments of the 
project that could 
optimize and sophis-
ticate it’s potential. 
The first development 
point concerns fur-
ther writing the code 
so it can 
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|    7.   prototype  |

|    7.  prototype    |    downscale concept

The prototype was 
developed to allow 
the testing of com-
ponents that would 
be used in the ins-
tallation, such as the 
sound sensor, fog 
production and LED 
String. 
Furthermore, we 
wanted to create an 
abstract model of 
how the fog and LED 
would look in real life. 
A inclined shell, there-
fore, was created for 
covering the compo-
nents and allowing 
the fog to spread as 
it would in the Romis-
ches Haus.  
This allowed us to test 
the components whi-
le also evaluating the 
real life impact of the 
output that we pro-
posed, fog and light.
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|    7.  prototype    |    concept details

downscale: prototype

abstract model + prototype low data input - less fog high data input - more fog

|    7.  prototype    |    technical details

downscale: prototype

Abstract model in impermeable material

Fog atomizer inside water cup

LED- / neopixel-strip
Battery

Breadboard

Arduino

base plate

Groove sound sensor

Openess to let the fog go up
– produced by Arduino and Atomizer

technical components 
under topography shell
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arduino schematics

Groove sound sensor Adafruit Neopixel RGB LED Strip

Fog atomizer

Power Plug or battery

Arduino Uno

|    7.  prototype    |    technical details |    7.  prototype    |    technical details

shield components

technical components 
under topography shell

waterproof chamber in
wich atomizer & fog are

For the prototype it was 
necessary to develop 
impermeabilisation that 
allowed the electrical 
components and fog 
production with water 
to be in the same pla-
ce. A sealing chamber 
was created for the 
fog atomizer, so that 
the condensed water 
would not spill on the 
other electrical compo-
nents. All the prototype 
walls were waterproof 
with black acryglas 
and black silicon, which 
sealed the model joints. 
Furthermore, the use of 
batteries was proposed 
so that the model could 
stand itself with no 
need of being connec-
ted to power or com-
puter, since the code is 
also encrypted in the 
arduino, located inside 
the model. 
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arduino code structure arduino code structure

|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation
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|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation

arduino code structure arduino code structure
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arduino code structure arduino code structure

|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation |    7.  prototype    |    code implementation
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arduino code structure arduino code structure

|    7.  prototype    |    code implementation |    7.  prototype    |    code implementation
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|    7.  prototype    |    building process|    7.  prototype    |    building process
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low sound pollution input medium sound pollution input high sound pollution input

|    7.  prototype    |    results

low sound pollution input medium sound pollution input high sound pollution input

|    7.  prototype    |    results
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|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage I  -  day

|    8.   atmosphere    |
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|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage III  -  day|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage II  -  day
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|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage IV  -  day |    8.  atmosphere    |    collage IV  -  night
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|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage II  -  night|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage III  -  night
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|    9.   sources    |

|    8.  atmosphere    |    collage I  -  night
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